COPPER RULE Q&A
What is the New Mexico Copper Rule?
The Copper Rule is a set of regulations that govern water pollution by copper mines in New Mexico.
What are some major differences between the previous way of regulating copper mines, and how
they are regulated under the Copper Rule?
Prior Water Quality Act Rules

Copper Rule

All present or future uses of groundwater are protected and
thus operators must prevent pollution.

Relies on a point of compliance concept. Copper rule
allows contamination of groundwater as long as it is
contained within areas exempt from the water quality
standards.
The Rule allows the area of pollution to cover several
square miles and to remain in place for hundreds of
years.

New units must be constructed and operated in a way to
prevent exceedances of groundwater quality standards.

Open pit surface drainage areas are exempt from
meeting water quality standards – no variances required.
Leach Stockpiles – Require an engineered liner system,
unless located in an open pit surface drainage area or an
operator can demonstrate an alternative design with
equal or greater level of containment. NMAC20.6.7.20 A
(1)(f)
Waste Rock Stockpiles – If located inside the open pit
area, no controls required. If located outside, the
operator must evaluate the acid-generating potential of
the pile. If modeling demonstrates pile is non-acid
generating, there are no requirements for pollution
control. If the modeling shows the pile will generate acid
and leach pollutants, operator must install an
interceptor system to contain pollution. Liners are
discretionary/last resort. NMAC 20.6.7.21 B (1)(e)
Tailings – Relies on interceptor systems to contain
groundwater contamination. Liners are
discretionary/last resort. NMAC 20.6.7.22 A(4)(e)

If a variance granted, source still must apply Best Available
Technology (BAT) to minimize pollution
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No BAT required in areas where ground water pollution
is allowed.

Allows variances from WQA on an individual basis if
compliance will cause “undue burden on discharger”;
however, operator must abate pollution within specified
time frame. Public hearing required and variance must be
renewed every 5 years

Creates “variance by rule” exempting areas of mine site
from compliance with water quality standards without a
public hearing, without demonstration of unreasonable
burden, and without any requirement to abate pollution.
NMAC 20.6.7.10 J(2)

Requires abatement (clean up) of contaminated
groundwater within specified time frame.

Creates exempt areas at mine site for which no clean up
would be required, placing no limit on scope or duration
of pollution.

Requires Alternative Abatement Standards if water quality
standards can’t be met for economic reasons

AAS don’t apply to exempt areas at mine site as cleanup
is not required.

WQA serves as a regulatory driver for development of new
technologies to prevent pollution

Regulatory driver to develop new technologies removed
as mine areas are allowed to pollute groundwater.

Installation of groundwater monitoring wells within the
mine site is required to monitor ground water quality and
show that ground water within all areas of the mine meets
water quality standards.

Groundwater within the mine is allowed to be
contaminated above standards. Groundwater standards
only need to be met at “Point of Compliance” ground
water monitoring wells outside of pollution containment
systems at a distance from discharge areas. In the case
of Tyrone Mine the Point of Compliance is essentially
outside the mine site, a 9 square mile area.

Public notice/participation
-

-

Variances from meeting water quality standards
require public hearing and need to apply for variance
every 5 years
Need to notify adjacent property owners of application
for permit, renewal, or modification. NMAC
20.6.2.3108

-

-

Areas exempt from water quality standards under
the Copper Rule are not subject to variances and
related public hearings.
No requirement to notify adjacent landowners of
permit application renewal if no modification of the
permit is proposed NMAC 20.6.7.11 F.

Who is challenging the Copper Rule and why?
The Copper Rule has been challenged by several entities since it was proposed in 2013. The appellants
in this case are:







Amigos Bravos, a statewide water protection group based in Taos that works to protect surface
water and groundwater quality in New Mexico.
The Gila Resources Information Project (GRIP), based in Silver City, works to promote
community health by protecting the environment and natural resources in southwest New
Mexico.
Turner Ranch Properties, whose Ladder Ranch is located adjacent to a proposed copper mine in
Sierra County.
William Olson, former Groundwater Bureau Chief of the New Mexico Environment Department
(NMED).
The New Mexico Attorney General.

These groups are concerned about the unprecedented decision by the State to give an entire industry
license to pollute groundwater – a water source on which more than 8 in 10 New Mexicans rely as a
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source of drinking water. The public-interest New Mexico Environmental Law Center is representing
Amigos Bravos, GRIP and Turner Ranch Properties in the case before the Supreme Court.
In a nutshell, what is the legal argument being presented to the New Mexico Supreme Court?
Appellants assert that the Copper Rule is in direct conflict with the state’s Water Quality Act, because
“under [the Copper Rule], waste rock stockpiles, tailings stockpiles, and impoundments at all copper
mines will intentionally be designed to cause groundwater pollution rather than prevent it. The Rule
places no clear limit on the extent, duration, or type of groundwater pollution it would allow, and the
Rule [permits] this pollution notwithstanding the fact that it is readily preventable through use of liners
and other available means.” (From Appellants’ closing argument in Copper Rule rulemaking proceeding.)
Because the Rule illegally allows for the pollution of public groundwater that has present and future
uses, Appellants are asking the Supreme Court to overturn the Copper Rule, and remand the Rule back
to the Water Quality Control Commission (or “WQCC”, the entity that adopts water quality regulations in
New Mexico) with instructions that a new Copper Rule cannot allow for the wholesale contamination of
ground water.
Who wrote the Copper Rule?
In 2012, NMED established the “Copper Rule Advisory Committee” comprised of industry, publicinterest organizations and other stakeholders. The group was convened over 8 months to provide advice
to the agency on the proposed Rule.
Agency technical staff drafted a compromise Rule that was submitted to the NMED Secretary and upper
management. Shortly thereafter, the Rule was overhauled by NMED upper management, who stripped
the proposed regulations of provisions that would protect water quality and public participation. Nearly
all of the revisions to the draft Rule are found verbatim in the last round of comments submitted by
Freeport-McMoRan (the world’s largest publicly-traded copper company, which owns and operates
three mines in Grant County, NM). It was this industry “wish list” revised Rule that was presented to the
WQCC in 2013.
After the WQCC adopted the Copper Rule, it came to light through an Inspection of Public Records Act
request that Freeport-McMoRan authored NMED’s 220-page “Statement of Reasons” adopted by the
WQCC when it adopted the Copper Rule. NMED had swapped its own 22-page Statement of Reasons for
Freeport-McMoRan’s authored document, and passed it off as its own.
What is “Acid Mine Drainage”? Is it dangerous?
When water (either groundwater, streams or rain) and oxygen (air) come in contact with materials
disturbed by mining – pit walls, tailings, stockpiles, waste rock – it picks up sulfides and forms sulfuric
acid. This acid then dissolves metals (including copper, lead, iron, arsenic, selenium, aluminum, and
manganese) found in those materials, creating “acid mine drainage”. When acid mine drainage flows into
streams, it kills aquatic life, including fish; when it contaminates aquifers, that water cannot be used for
domestic, agricultural or industrial purposes without expensive treatment.
One major problem with acid mine drainage is that, once started, it lasts until the source of pollution, i.e.
a tailings pile, is depleted of its sulfides and metals – something that can take millennia to happen
(Roman-era mines are still polluting water 2,000 years after operating). Copper mine sites can be
extensive and cover thousands of acres. One of Freeport-McMoRan’s copper mines in Grant County, the
Tyrone Mine, extends approximately 9 square miles. Prior to the adoption of the Copper Rule,
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Earthworks estimated that the Tyrone and Chino copper mines produce 2 billion gallons of
contamination every year.
Under the Copper Rule, mining companies must contain and treat, in perpetuity, polluted groundwater at
their mine sites. While it is likely that New Mexicans will rely on aquifers near Silver City (and other
copper mining communities) for centuries to come, there is little likelihood that the companies that
mine near these communities today will be here to clean up their pollution for centuries to come.
https://www.earthworksaction.org/issues/detail/copper_sulfide_mining#.V6S3dbgrK00

Why is prevention better than containment?
Containment relies on “active treatment” which requires a company to actively pump contaminated
water to a treatment facility. Long after mining becomes unprofitable and the mine shuts down,
contamination continues and reclamation liability remains…until the company goes out of business and
taxpayers are left with the cost of cleanup (or the water is permanently sacrificed.)
With prevention, steps are taken to reduce the generation of acid mine drainage, limit water pollution
and cleanup water that may become contaminated during operations. Less acid mine drainage equals
cleaner water and lower remediation costs.
How is pollution under the Copper Rule different from pollution released by the Gold King mine in
2015?
It is not different…like the Gold King spill, the pollution at New Mexico mines is high in metals and
acidity. One difference is that the Gold King spill was a highly visible spill into surface water – Copper
Rule pollution will primarily affect groundwater in underground aquifers. Another is that NMED is
aggressively suing the EPA and the State of Colorado for the Gold King pollution, while allowing the
same type of pollution in New Mexico at copper mines.
The Chino and Tyrone copper mines are the 4th and 5th largest open pits mines in the U.S. Isn’t
water there already polluted, and if so, why are groups asking for the Copper Rule to be
overturned?
The New Mexico Attorney General estimates that more than 20,000 acres of groundwater have already
been contaminated by copper mines in Grant County. In fact, in 2010, the New Mexico Natural Resources
Trustee fined Freeport-McMoRan $13 million for destroying public groundwater.
In the future, water will only become more scarce in New Mexico. It makes no sense to pollute more
water…in fact, as decision-makers look to pour hundreds of millions of dollars into a diversion of the
Gila River for public uses, our regulatory agencies should be more vigilant than ever in protecting water
for current and future generations.
Doesn’t the Copper Rule make New Mexico’s copper industry more economically viable?
No. The global commodities market is the primary factor determining the health of New Mexico’s copper
industry – not state-level regulations. Freeport-McMoRan and their predecessor Phelps Dodge viably
operated the mines under the prior pollution prevention rules for decades. Freeport-McMoRan has now
been operating under the new Copper Rule for three years, and yet is experiencing shaky financial
health as a result of worldwide slowdowns in construction and manufacturing, and bad investments
made by the company in the past decade.
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Copper, like most commodities, is prone to boom-or-bust cycles, and always has been. We should not
sacrifice our water – a commodity that will only increase in value – to help a multinational corporation
trim its losses or alternately pad its profits.
NMED has repeatedly stated that this is the strongest rule of its kind in the U.S. Is that true?
No. You can read our analysis of why Arizona and Nevada have stronger provisions than New Mexico
here.

www.amigosbravos.org | www.gilaresources.info | www.nmelc.org
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WHAT IS ACID MINE DRAINAGE?
ground
sub-surface
copper deposits trapped in rock strata

aquifer
aquifer

Copper mines contain more than copper: other
metals locked in the rock strata include lead, iron,
arsenic, manganese, selenium, and aluminum (all shown in
orange). The deposits also include sulfides (shown in yellow).

[not to scale]

Undisturbed underground, these minerals pose little threat to regional water quality.
OXYGEN (air) +
WATER (precipitation)

aquifer
tailings
pit
acid mine
drainage

acid mine
drainage

aquifer

Once these minerals are disturbed by mining, however, the chemistry can change drastically. Exposed to oxygen (air)
and water (precipitation), sulfides generate sulfuric acid, and dissolve the metals into water. This creates the acidic,
metals-laden runoff also called “Acid Mine Drainage” or “AMD”. AMD can be of varying colors: iron-rich AMD is often
aquifer
red or orange, while copper-rich AMD is turquoise blue. Once the process begins, it is difficult to stop. [not to scale]
www.amigosbravos.org | www.gilaresources.info | www.nmelc.org

1. PRE-COPPER RULE: An impeect but beer system
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A - Water treatment plant
B -Lined stockpiles with treatment
C - Lined tailings impoundment with treatment
D - Acid mine drainage
E - Interceptor wells (“pump-and-treat” remediation)

F - Monitoring wells (“points of compliance”)
G - Company’s fenceline
H - Municipal water company
I - Hydrologic Containment Area/Open Pit Surface Drainage Area

Let’s look at a super-simplified, hypothetical New Mexico copper mine, opened pre-2013. [not to scale]
Under New Mexico’s Water Quality Act (WQA), all groundwater with present or future uses – including aquifers beneath copper mines –
were protected. Mine operators were required to prevent water pollution throughout the mine site.*
New units had to be constructed and operated in a way to prevent exceedances of groundwater quality standards under the discharge
sites. Best Management Practices, such as impermeable liners beneath new tailings piles and stockpiles, would be necessary for new
mine units unless an operator could demonstrate that water quality standards would be protected.
In practice, however, if a mine could not meet water quality standards under the WQA because complaince would put an “undue burden”
on the discharger, the company could apply for a five-year variance from water quality regulations. A variance still required the company to
cleanup pollution within a specified time frame. These applications were subject to a public participation process, and required renewal
every 5 years.
Once a variance was granted, a company was required to use Best Available Technology to minimize pollution. For example, a company
could put in place systems (a) and (b) to capture pollution close to the pollution sources. Pumping water out of a pit, or dewatering is
needed where a pit intersects an aquifer; while pumps are in operation, they help keep contamination flowing into the pit instead of away
from it and into groundwater.
If a company could not clean up existing contamination to water quality standards due to economic reasons, it could develop Alternative
Abatement Standards – lesser water quality standards that it could meet—which had to be approved by the New Mexico Water Quality
Control Commission through a public participation process.
*Some mines, such as the Freeport-McMoRan (formerly Phelps Dodge) mines in Grant County, were so big and developed in part before
environmental regulations were enacted that they have contaminated thousands of acres of water. The goal of the WQA at these sites was
to prevent additional contamination of ground water.
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3. OUR COPPER RULE FUTURE: water, water everywhere…not a drop to drink
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A - Unlined stockpile
B - Unlined tailings pile
C - Defunct company’s former fenceline

D - Acid mine drainage (inc. pit filled with acid mine drainage)
E - Municipal water company/contaminated water supply
F - No hydrologic capture area (pollution no longer pumped to pit)

Now let’s look at a hypothetical Copper Rule-era mine 300 years in the future...
The mine operator has been out of business for a couple of centuries. The pumps are off, treatment has stopped. The mine’s reclamation bond is insufficient to cover the necessary pollution containment and cleanup. The State of New Mexico does not have the money
to address the pollution.
The unlined piles will continue to generate acid mine drainage – polluted runoff contaminated with metals and acids. The pit has filled
up (for instance, it is estimated that the massive Tyrone pit – the 5th largest open pit in the U.S., will take only 50 years to fill), creating
a new source of perpetual pollution that will leak into the aquifer. Without the company’s pumping to create an Hydrologic Containment Area, contamination will continue to flow through the aquifer for centuries, if not millennia.
And this isn’t just about copper mines. As NMELC discovered through an Inspection of Public Records Act (IPRA) request, NMED
used the Copper Rule as a template for reducing opportunities for public participation and permitting requirements, so that industries
such as wastewater treatment plants, national laboratories and manufacturing facilities throughout the state would be able to contaminate more of New Mexico’s precious water.
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NEW MEXICO COPPER RULE GLOSSARY
Definitions are taken from the New Mexico Copper Rule unless otherwise stated. A full complement of Copper
Rule definitions can be found at http://164.64.110.239/nmac/parts/title20/20.006.0007.htm Additional
definitions relating to New Mexico Water Quality can be found at
http://164.64.110.239/nmac/parts/title20/20.006.0002.htm

Text of the New Mexico Copper Rule (formally Ground Water Protection ‐ Supplemental
Permitting Requirements for Copper Mine Facilities 20.6.7 of the New Mexico Administrative Code
(NMAC)) http://164.64.110.239/nmac/parts/title20/20.006.0007.htm
Acid mine drainage means water that is discharged from an area affected by mining
exploration, mining, or reclamation, with a pH of less than 5.5 and in which total acidity exceeds
total alkalinity as defined by the latest edition of standard methods for the examination of water
and wastewater. 20.6.7.7(B1) NMAC
Alternative Abatement Standard: “Alternative abatement standards exceed 3103 Standards.
They are considered and approved by the Commission only on a case‐by‐case basis in individual
variance proceedings; they apply only to polluted ground water that cannot be reclaimed to
meet 3103 Standards.” NMELC Brief to the NM Supreme Court, p 9, citing 20.6.2.4103.F NMAC.
Area of open pit hydrologic containment means, for an open pit that intercepts the water table,
the area where ground water drains to the open pit and is removed by evaporation or pumping,
and is interior to the department approved monitoring well network installed around the
perimeter of an open pit pursuant to Paragraph (4) of Subsection B of 20.6.7.28 NMAC and also
limited to the area of disturbance authorized by a discharge permit. 20.6.7.7(B5) NMAC
Best available technology (or BAT) means the best technology, treatment techniques, or other
means which the Administrator finds, after examination for efficacy under field conditions and
not solely under laboratory conditions, are available (taking cost into consideration). For the
purposes of setting MCLs for synthetic organic chemicals, any BAT must be at least as effective
as granular activated carbon.
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi‐bin/text‐idx?SID=d3d04fd79f00c19ee2220e00731cd2d7&mc=true&node=se40.25.141_12&rgn=div8

Best Management Practices: Best management practices are inherently pollution prevention
practices. Traditionally, BMPs have focused on good housekeeping measures and good
managemen techniques intending to avoid contact between pollutants and water media as a
result of leaks, spills, and improper waste disposal. However, based on the authority granted
under the regulations, BMPs may include the universe of pollution prevention encompassing
production modifications, operational changes, materials substitution, materials and water

conservation, and other such measures. https://www3.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/owm0274.pdf
page 1‐4
Copper mine facility means all areas within which copper mining and its related activities that
may discharge water contaminants occurs and where the discharge will or does take place
including, but not limited to open pits; waste rock piles; ore stockpiles; leaching operations;
solution extraction and electrowinning plants; ore crushing, ore milling, ore concentrators;
tailings impoundments; smelters; pipeline systems, tanks or impoundments used to convey or
store process water, tailings or impacted stormwater; and truck or equipment washing units.
20.6.7.7(B13) NMAC
Leach stockpile means stockpiles of ore and all other rock piles associated with mining
disturbances that have been leached, are currently being leached or have been placed in a pile
for the purpose of being leached 20.6.7.7(B33) NMAC
Liner system means an engineered system required by the copper mine rule for the
containment, management or storage of process water, leach stockpile material, waste rock,
tailings or other materials that have the potential to generate water contaminants including all
constructed elements of the system and may include the subgrade, liner bedding, leak detection
systems, synthetic liners, earthen liners, overliners, solution collection systems, anchor trenches,
and berms, or other system elements, as applicable. 20.6.7.7(B34) NMAC
Open pit means the area within which ore and waste rock are exposed and removed by surface
mining. 20.6.7.7(B41) NMAC
Open pit surface drainage area means the area in which storm water drains into an open pit
and cannot feasibly be diverted by gravity outside the pit perimeter, and the underlying ground
water is hydrologically contained by pumping or evaporation of water from the open pit.
20.6.7.7(B42) NMAC
Place of Withdrawal: In its Decision and Order on Remand, In the Matter of Appeal of
Supplemental Discharge Permit for Closure (Discharge Permit 1341) for Phelps Dodge‐
Tyrone, Inc., the NM Water Quality Control Commission stated a Place of Withdrawal is an
aquifer, and specifically determined that the regional and alluvial aquifers underlying portions of
the Tyrone mine site are places of withdrawal of water for present and reasonable foreseeable
future use pursuant to Section 74‐6‐5(E)(3).” NMELC Brief to the NM Supreme Court, p 16
quoting remand order
Point of Compliance: federal EPA regulation, 40 C.F.R. § 264.95(a) (2005), defines a point of
compliance as 'a vertical surface located at the hydraulically downgradient limit of the waste
management area that extends down into the uppermost aquifer underlying the regulated units'
also may be appropriate for consideration… " NMELC Brief to NM Supreme Court, p15
Tailings impoundment” means an impoundment that is the final repository of tailings.
20.6.7.7(B60) NMAC
Tailings means finely crushed and ground rock residue and associated fluids discharged from
an ore milling, flotation beneficiation and concentrating process. 20.6.7.7(B59) NMAC

Variance means a commission order establishing requirements for a copper mine facility or a
portion of a copper mine facility that are different than the requirements in the copper mine
rule. 20.6.7.7(B64) NMAC
Waste rock means all material excavated from a copper mine facility that is not ore or clean top
soil. 20.6.7.7(B65)
Water pollution means introducing or permitting the introduction into water, either directly
or indirectly, of one or more water contaminants in such quantity and of such duration as may
with reasonable probability injure human health, animal or plant life or property, or to
unreasonably interfere with the public welfare or the use of property 20.6.2.7 (CCC) NMAC
[Water Quality Act Regulations]
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